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IRa01: a stellar field dominated by 
dwarfs (<~75%)

10000 stars observed for 55 days
~50 transit candidates

30 were selected for follow-up



complementary observations: 29 targets  

Carpano et al in prep



candidate ranking
planet-likelihood based on: 

periodicity, 
depth, 
duration/period, 
duration of the flat section, 
out-of-transit variations

little use of pre-launch information for IRa01
we kept an opened mind twd binaries with weak 
evidence in lc to quantify our criteria



follow-up strategy

Grazing EB
P,T as CoRoT

or Px2
RV identifies 

m2 in the 
stellar range

Background EB
P,T as CoRoT

GB photom 
identifies a 

nearby star with 
relevant eclipse

Diluted EB
P,T as CoRoT

or Px2
RV identifies a 

colour/
bisector effect

Planet
P,T as CoRoT
RV identifies 
m2 not in the 
stellar range

SOPHIE
HARPS

SOPHIE
HARPS HARPS

Wise
IAC80

EulerCam
...



resolving the events 1. SB1

10 binaries, half are low-mass secondaries 
(not rejected from LC analysis)



resolving the events 2. BEB

E2_2604

E2_1136

5 inside the CoRoT window



resolving the events 2. BEB

+4 inside the HARPS fiber FoV 



resolving the events 2. BEB

+4 inside the HARPS fiber FoV 



resolving the events 2. BEB

+4 inside the HARPS fiber FoV 



resolving the events 2. BEB

PCoRoT

200m/s var in K5 mask

SOPHIE

HARPS K5

HARPS F0



resolving the events 2. BEB

PCoRoTx2

200m/s var in K5 mask
in phase with Pcorotx2

SOPHIE

HARPS K5

HARPS F0



resolving the events 3. Planets
CoRoT-Exo-1 b    Barge et al 2008

Corot-Exo-1b   DF/F=1.9% 1.47 Rjup
P=1.5089557 j (err=0.55 sec)

1.03 MJup



resolving the events

P=9.20205d     Rp=1.19RJup     Mp=0.72 MJup 
Moutou et al 2008                            Aigrain et al 2008 

3. Planets
CoRoT-Exo-4 b   



complementary observations: 30 targets  
2 planets
5 M secondaries
5 grazing EB
9 BEB

4 hot stars
4 unknown
1 ongoing

ranking process 
was validated

1



what is left unsolved?

depth+large star: not a planet

giant primary: not a planet

possible planets



EB : number as expected 

too few planets: shallow transits and faint stars
improvements on data processing, detrending

effort on faint targets not always complete

CoRoT data are public: please go ahead!

Planets
BEB
GrB
unsolved
fast rot

F. Pont


